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Category Brief Description: Genres in Children's Literature 
Picture Books (Not a genre – but a format) 
All the books you read for the assignment will be picture books 
Definition of a Picture Book:  Interdependence of art and text. The story presented through a 
combination of text and illustration. There may or may not be text with the book.  The content of the 
book, however, can be fully explained or illustrated with pictures. Classification is based on format, 
not genre. All genres appear in picture books.   
Poetry & 


Verse 
Condensed language, imagery.  Distilled, rhythmic expression of imaginative thoughts 
and perceptions. 


Folklore 


Literary heritage of humankind. Traditional stories, myths, legends, nursery rhymes, 
and songs from the past. Oral tradition; no known author. 


Folktales.  These feature common folks, such as peasants, and commonplace 
events.   There maybe be some "make-believe" elements, like talking animals, but the 
stories, overall, sound logical - even realistic.  Folk tales seek to explain things about 
life, nature, or the human condition. 


Fairy Tales.  Also called "magic stories," these are filled with dreamlike possibility. 
Fairy tales feature magical and enchanted forces.  They always have a "happily ever 
after" ending, where good is rewarded and evil is punished. 


Fables.  Short stories, in verse or prose, with an moral ending.  These types of 
stories are credited Aesop (6th century BC), who told tales of animals and other 
inanimate objects that teach lessons about life.  


Legends.  While based in history, these stories embellish the life of a real person. 
The facts and adventures of the person are exaggerated, making the individual famous 
for their deeds. 


Myths.  Some stories have to be told as related tales to be meaningful.  Myths 
portray themselves as representing a distant past.  They contain common themes and 
characters, often "gods."  Myths attempt to explain the beginning of the world, natural 
phenomena, the relationships between the gods and humans, and the origins of 
civilization. Myths, like legends, are stories told as though they were true. 


Fantasy 


Imaginative worlds, make-believe. Stories set in places that do not exist, about people, 
objects, and creatures that could not exist, or events that could not happen. 
Animal anthropomorphic fiction is fantasy, since animals do not talk.  This is a common 
theme in children’s books. 
 Anthropomorphic fiction- giving animals human characteristics (eg. Brerenstain bears) 


Science 
Fiction 


Based on extending physical laws and scientific principles to their logical outcomes. 
Stories about what might occur in the future. 


Realistic 
Fiction 


"What if" stories, illusion of reality. Events could happen in real world, characters seem 
real; contemporary setting. 


Historical 
Fiction 


Set in the past, could have happened. Story reconstructs events of past age, things that 
could have or did occur.  They feature children as their main characters and often allow 
young readers to "experience" different settings, cultures, and situations than what is 
the norm for their lifestyle.  


Biography Plot and theme based on person's life. An account of a person's life, or part of a life history; letters, memoirs, diaries, journals, autobiographies. 
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Nonfiction Facts about the real world. Informational books that explain a subject or concept. 
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